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SCHEDULE
SECTION

COURSE
8—Monday
691 Personnel Admin.
232 Chemistry
323 Phy. Fund. for Elect.

120 Physics
045 Devel. West.

Civ.

10—Monday
640 Accounting

244 Quant. Chem.
94 Sociology
141 Physics

533 Physilogy
571 Anat.-Physiology
466 Dynamics

12:30—Monday
71 English

654 Payroll

Acetg.

667 Advertising

585 Pharmacology
2:30—Monday
250 Organic Chemistry
394 Industrial Organization
030 English Composition
123
444
437
546

Physics
Thermodynamics
Arch Drafting
Clinic

8—Tuesday
088 Desc. Astronomy
077 American Literature
097 Political Science

744 Preventive

Dentistry

345 Electrical Machines
446 Metallurgy
443 Str. of Materials
643 Cost Accounting

10—Tuesday
101 Coll. Alg.

& Trig.

255 Industrial Chem.
061 Philosophy
612 Medical

Shorthand

12:30—Tuesday
648 Survey of Business
645 Machine Acctg.
650 Salsemanship
224 Chemistry
754 Pathology
081 Ind. Safety

346 Electronics
501 Biology

NO.

ROOM

652, 641, 628, 647
213
302
309
316
130
033, 035, 037

T 108
Theatre
E 102
E 203
E 205
S 202
T 101

616
619
614
622
205
022, 023. 024
119
122
125
505
519
134

A 101
A 208
M 202
E 102
S 202
Theatre
M 204
M 205
M 206
S 203
E 205
S 102

004
001
005
006
007
008
009, 010, 011
012, 002, 003
631
637
626
646
517

A 204
A 205
M 201
M 204
M 205
M 206
T 108
T 101
A’101
A 203
M 202
E 102
S-203

207
329
074, 032
034, 036
330
417
421
513

422

BALLOTING FOR
KING TECH IN
SUB TOMORROW
On December 8 the annual
King Tech Dance, put on by the
Senior

Executive

Committee,

will be held on campus. This is
the first of the ’62-’63 semiformals to be held here at Tech.

Tomorrow,
Wednesday,
December 5, the elections for this
year’s King Tech will be held.
Who will he be? John Remza?
Bob Finkler? Ray Van Ness?
Tony Stento? Bob Toth? It’s
_your choice, so don’t forget to
vote.

Gifts

JOHN

(MOOSE)

REMZA

Twenty years old, John is a
Binghamton North High School
graduate. He is six-feet one-

inch, has brown hair and brown
eyes. At Broome
Tech
John
has been active in Newman
Club, A.S.T.M.E, and is captain
of the basketball team.
He

likes

dancing,

girls,

are not realistic. After graduation, John plans to continue
his education.

BOB

FINKLER

Six-foot, two-inches,
brown
hair, brown-eyed,
19 year-old
Bob lives in Binghamton and
is in the Electrical Technology
Curriculum.
Bob, a_ graduate
of Binghamton
North
High
School, is well-known at Tech
as being a member of the basketball team.
He is interested in girly, enjoys swimming, hunting, fishing
and dancing. After graduation,
he plans to continue his education
at Rochester
Institute
of Technology.

will

be

given

to

the

King and his runners-up with
the compliments and congratulations of the senior class.
Dancing will begin at 9 p.m.
with music provided by Gino
Calistri.
The following people, along
with their individual committees have made this event possible and should be given recognition for their hard work:
Reenie Clark and Fred Hoffstedt —
general co-chairmen;
Pat Taylor—chairman
of decoration; Georgiana Stolarezyk
—refreshments;
Jackie
Tetrault—Crowning;
Mary Sickler—Publicity
and Ron Yuricek—Clean-up.

Ls)Sors

4

642
635
629

118
109
116
117
113
114
115
209
075
068
650

617, 620, 623, 613
630, 636, 625
643
211, 200
705
019
021
020
326
522
525

(Continued on Page 2)
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school, co-op at IBM, and steak.
His pet peeve is people who

030
031
080
704
323
429
418
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~“ TONY
BOB

TOTH

Five-feet eleven-inches, brown
hair, 20-year-old Bob lives in
Johnson City and is in the busNDnHHHSSEE
iness
Technology
Curriculum.
rHboSw
ae Among
his activities here at

T 108

Tech are jBusiness Club, Tech
Tones, and Intramurals.
Bob
also played soccer for one year

T 101

where

M

ter.

205

Theatre
S' 202

E
E
E
E
S
S

102
202
203
205
102
103

he earned

a varsity let-

RAY
Ray,

VAN

/
NESS

a 20-year-old,

nine-inch

Business

five-foot
student,

came
to Tech from Johnson
City High School. His activities here, at’Tech, include intramurals; Tech Tones, Circle
K, and the Young Republicans
Club.

Also, Ray has been active in
His
school

interests
outside
are sports, music

of
and

cars. Bob’s pet peeve is people
who talk about other people.
After graduation from Tech,
Bob plans nothing definite but

may
ing.

go on for further

school-

varsity soccer for two years
and has earned two letters. His
interests are: sports, girls, cars

and music. Ray plans to go to
Albany State after graduation
to study to become an English
teacher. His pet peeve is IBM

Machine

Accounting. ~

STENTO

Tony, age 21, came

Tech

to Broome

to enroll in the Business

Technology course after graduating from Binghamton
Central High School. Six feet tall

and

with

Sergeant

ber

of

brown

hair, Tony

of Arms

the

board

is

and

a mem-

of

trustees

of the Circle K. He also plays
intramurals and was co-chairman of this year’s Sadie Hawkins Dance.
Tony’s
interests
are
girls,
people,
sports,
and _ Italjan
food.
After
graduation
Tony plans to join the Marines

after

which he hopes

in construction.

His

to work

pet peeves

are people that leave garbage tng
on cafeteria teblex and thieves. |sey
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~All Students

: There has been1 talk of the student body’
y's
ressed
; vothafops ve vd Tech Talk. I would like.to use
Novembe
his.
rioe explain to ny anyone whowho ffelt slighted
in
i
i the
“%,
ri
icipation is a big factor, as it always has been
and always will be. The November issue of Tech Talk was
eut from 6 pages to 4 because we lacked 30 inches of type.
Why? In this issue, for a typical example, there were 10
articles that were not written. Now count the articles on
one page.

Eligible For
Debate Contest
By John O’Connor
Now is the time for all Tech’s
orators to win a little money.
Mr.
Eugene
Gerhart,
well
known
Binghamton
attorney,

If you want a bigger and better student newspaper
you have to make it your business.Joe, you will find fe
didn’t do it as you thought he would. You have to work
4s
ed fee wating you want.

necessity to explain, excuse, or to “make right” our behavior before others and the community. Apparently, we are under some
sort of compulsion “to justify” ourselves, especially before our
peers. Recent international events indicate that even nations
are not excluded from this necessity, this compulsive behavior.
Taking this necessity as a “given” (based on simple observation), the question arises: can we justify ourselves? ... Throughout the centuries the Church has said “No!” It says “No” today. © ‘ag
The Church says this precisely in its doctrine of justification.
No one—or group— can absolutely justify itself, either before
God or fellowmen. (Now don’t protest too much and begin telling
me how “good” you are!) This doctrine points to the facts about
the human condition which supports the Church’s ancient story
of “sin and salvation.” This story is marked and celebrated by

the many other organizations on campus.
If everyone on this campus did his share, we’d really
have something big going for us. So remember this the
next time you are asked to join in—PARTICIPATE!
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from Page 1)

Electronics
Hydraulics
Zoology
Microbiology
Gross Anatomy

333
423
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509
528

E
M
E
A
A

the Church at worship. So the very
an admission of our weakness”.

206
206
201
205
203

055 Economics
8—Wednesday
150 Mathematics

113 Calculus

Proc.

300 Manufacturing

Shorthand

608 Technical

400 Manufacturing

Theatre

107

A 101

103
105
133

A 204
A 205
S 203

319
305

E 201
E 203

312
624

E 205
A 202

Proc.

477 Surveying
740 Dental Anatomy
658 Business Law

401

M 201

406
411

M
M

424
701
632, 638, 627, 644

M 203
S 103
T 108

204
205

10—Wednesday
230 Chemistry

210

S 202

127 Physics

110

S 203

706
102
108

S 103A 101
M 201

104
106
160
128
129

E
E
E
M
M

415

M 206

425

M

702

A 203

783 Dental
107 College

Health Educat’n
Algebra

110 Caleulus

Mechanics

426 Fluid
479

Estimating

755 Dent. Hygiene Ethics

12:30—Wednesday
91 Psychology

014,

203
205
206
205
202
203

T 108

013, 015

T 101

016, 017

071, 072, 073

Theatre

013 French II
019 German I

70
069

Theatre
Theatre

432 Machine Design
604 Shorthand
605 Shorthand

416
611
612

M 203
A 205
A 206

666 Credit

645

A 203

010 French

I
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Chris Micalizzi, Pat Taylor, Frank Alesis, Anne
Bickling, John Becker, Jr., Barbara Bow-

en, George Strasser, Bob Herzog, Monica
Linsky, John O’Connor, Nancy Richard,
Mary Liz Hanchak, Bill Camm, John

Butora, Bill Truex, JoAnn Duffy, Dennie
Ricker, Jim Trask, Reenie Clark, Jerry
Typing

Cartoons’

Haggerty.
Jane Shaffer, Nancy Richard, George Strasser,
Mary Liz Hanchak, Sandy Jennings, Sally Hazzard.
Lice tsb), Mateos
e nee as Bob Kooch, Dave Jones

o).o sere:

Photographers
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> sol

Bernie Caron, George Rothburg

is

meaning and power of an Event. The name of it assumes the
long history of Israel and is called “Jesus of Nazareth as the
Christ.” The Church’s good-news constitutes the original freedom
story. Historically, the Church has formulated the doctrine of

E 205
223, 224, 225

act of “going to church”

So “what are you going to do?” We can live “by faith,”
trusting God’s grace. The Church points to and proclaims the

2:20 Tuesday
212 Chemistry

to do it”! “I was right. I am justified!” “I had no choice. It was a

choice between two evils and I chose the lesser of the two”! . .
One common trait of the human personality is to feel the

;
1s not only goes for Tech Talk. It
s for the Social Committee, the Executive Ganmaitien the Student
Council, the Young Republicans’ and Democrats’ Club and

(Continued

by Reverend John A. Klindt, Advisor to the Student
:
Christian Association
“I try to do the right thing.” “I am doing quite well ie. I
am better than he”! “I did not intendto say that.” “I did not mean

Eugene

Gerhart

will sponsor Tech’s first annual
speaking contest.
This competition, known as
the Gerhart Forensic Contest
is open to all full-time freshman and seniors. Tryouts will
be held on January 14, in the
Contestants
Theater.
Little
may choose any topic and deliver a three-minute speech on

it.
Four final contestants will be
selected by members of the Liberal Arts and General Education Dept. These four will participate in the final debate of
eight minutes on a subject to
be selected by Mr. Gerhart and
the Liberal Arts and General
Education faculty members.

A

$25 Prize
first prize of $25 will

be

Gerhart

a-

presented

Mr.

by

long with a cup donated by
Circle K. Circle K will also award a trophy to be kept for
one year, A prize of $15 goes
to the second place finisher,
and the third and fourth place
winners receive $5 each.
Mr.

Gerhart

won

an

“justification by grace.” (We often her this as “justification by
faith.” But even if we foreshorten the formula, we mean God’s
grace justifies us.) We respond in faith. So we do not justify
ourselves, even by our faith.

Anither Question: “If we have been thus justified, how shall
we live?” Or, again, “what are you trying to do?” Answer:

by faith!”

Both

Old Testament

and New

Testament

sound

“Live

this

theme. It is the only bit of really good and truly new news in a
long time. The more we are consciously aware of ous existential
human condition the more we are enabled to live (respond to the

situation) by faith, hope and love.
We are the better equipped
and enabled

to keep the game

honest. There is some health in us.
Grace means saving and healing power. Freedom means future possibility, the open road. Heartbeat aside, Christianity is

saying that if a man would live—really live, that is—he has in

fact, only one option. Not being able to justify himself, he must
live in, or by, faith. Faith means life.

SECTOR SEVEN
by John

Becker Jr.

I now have a complaint to
make:
:
Within the past few weeks, I
have received a varity of poison
pen letters and
nasty
notes.
Now, the least that you mad
bombers of the upper-half of the
lower literary echelon could do
is sign your names to these masterpieces of cynicism. And, if

you

non-committed

patients

oratori-

b. Bugging John Coltrane for
a copy of his AFRICA
BRASS,
_¢. Learning to scream MERCY! in Russian.
d. Explaining to Judy Dane
why it is that if writers
get writer’s cramp, and
athletes get athlete’s foot,
astronauts get missle toe.

e. Selling aluminum ladders
for going from the frying
pan to the fire.

don’t shape up soon, I’m going
f. Mixing gin with anything
cal contest when in high school, © to start writing back.
other than rummy.
and as a result he developed
Actually, I don’t mind it, at
g. Teaching Cannonball Adan interest that has been of
all, if some poor soul wants to
derly how to
dance
the
great benefit to him throughwrite to me (in care of the edimashed-potatoe.
out his career. He would like
tor) asking for advice or guidh. Writing lyrics for Rachto pass along this opportunity
ance. To be truthful, the Mental
maninoff’s “Bells of Mosfor development to others, to
Health Association is my favorcow.”
give them the chance someone
ite charity. I’m going to donate,
i. Trying to do “The Rise and
once gave him.
too, as soon as they let me out.
Fall of the Third Reich’
. mumble, mumble .. .
Princeton Graduate
as a television series.
In case you had forgotten
Mr. Gerhart is a graduate
j. Reading anything written
(and considering the attention
by Dr.
Norman
Vincent
of Princeton
University
and
paid this column, I believe it |
Harvard Law School. He was
Peale.
has), I had intended to relay
k. Convincing
Dean
Camus
secretary to Judge Manley O.
a report from Gilford Lumas.
Hudson,
Secretariat
of
the
that he should do his wedHowever, the boy seems to be
ding up as a come-as-youLeague of Nations at GeneVa,
hung up in Tijuana at the presare party.
Switzerland in 1943. He has
ent time. He claims’ he’s taking
1. This list.
been a lecturer in Business
Spanish lessons. Not wishing to
Law at the University of NewAll of a sudden , I have aldoubt the lad, I’ll believe him.
ark, at Triple Cities College, ©
most
no faith whatsoever in my —
Gazing upon the keyboard of
and at Harpur College.
analyst. The whole complex is
this clattering contraption to
due to my religion—I’m a dewhich I’m chained, I’m suddenly
vout coward.
reminded that there are numerUnavoidably, the last time
ous other tasks which I have

Tulips Planted

In case you have, wondered
why the circle in front of the

Administration
has

a dirt

Building

center,

it’s because

tulips have been planted.

won’t bloom

until

now

spring,

They

but

they have to be planted now.

never

carried

to the

stage

of

completion. Just to give you a
rough example, here is a short
list of the chores I’ve left unfinished:
a. Stockpiling
canned-goods

faster than....

that I gathered the courage to
approach
the awesome
office

door of this professional ear, —
was drawn hopelessly down the

rabbit hole. From that point
on, my existence has been x
(Continued on Page 4)
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"Dear Readers (7),

TO

PLAY

FLOATS,

REO

waton

WITH,

you that Austy will

no longer be babbling inane replies to: monumental and insurmountable (why else would you
write to us if you still had hope)
- problems. Being. the great pa. triot that he is (snicker) , he has

tinguished

from

Austy gave

me

Z

SAME

patriot

»

I can

TO ws

only

say

FELLA!
_Eddie

Dear Eddie,
I am a 350 pound, 4-foot 10-

=a

QUESTION:

What

are

your

Alessi

views

concerning

the Cuban

ANSWER: Bob Clinker, M.T. ’64.
We are already talking about the “recent Cuban

crisis?

crisis,” but

the crisis is not yet over, nor will it be over until Cuba is completely demilitarized. President Kennedy’s quarantine of Cuba
was drastic, but the American people stood behind him, demonstrating their strong desire for democracy in the Western Hem_isphere. His action was necessary to emphasize that the Western
Hemisphere will not tolerate imposition of a Communistic system
by Russia, and much less, by Cuba.

ANSWER: JoAnn Biedlingmaier, D.H. 64
The course of action taken by President Kennedy in the Cu-

cules me about my physical stature but I can’t stop my com-

ban crisis was the only possible solution to the rising tension.
The world nations once more felt the power and prestige of the
pulsive eating. What should I _ United States being asserted in a time of crisis.
do?
i
ANSWER: Don Whiting, L.A. ’64,
0. Beise
I believe that the Kennedy Administration was undoubtedDear Eddie,
ly justified in its action against the government of Fidel Castro.
We're writing on behalf of the
Our decision to intervene in the arms build up has raised the
Dental
Hygiene
Seniors. We
prestige of the United States to its highest point.
would like to know what can be
The governments of South America and Europe are now condone about the way this newsvinced that the U.S. intends to stand strong behind its promises
paper is so slanted towards Elecand policies. We are once again the respected and admired nation
tricals. Everything that is writthat we should be.
;
ten is about the Electrical DeAlthough the decision to blockade Cuba was a dangerous one,
: partment and about how rene
it was indeed a necessary one. It could have led to war or it could
it is supposed to be.
have been a tremendous step toward world peace. I believe that
Although we’re a very quiet,
it has been a step in East-West friendship. The decision by the
sedate class, we do participate
Soviet Union to withdraw their missiles may be an indication
in everything on campus (if not
of softening of their foreign policy.
everything, nearly everything).
Could it be possible that the Soviet Union, through their
The Electricals aren’t really the
own industrial/growth, is itself becoming a capitalistic nation,
only PARTICIPATORS! We’re
with the bonds of the old Marxist theory being broken?
a hard working group who tries
We can only hope that this is so and that in the future,
to help everyone by cleaning
negotiations between the two powers will be more successful.
their teeth, but it doesn’t seem
ANSWER: Phyllis Miller, D.H. ’64
to matter. The paper seems to
I think President Kennedy has done a fine job showing that
think ‘nobody else ever does any
thing,
Dear Confused,
We would appreciate any help
This depends on two things.
you can give us so we can gain
If he likes you, try to develop
some recognition. Please rush
similar interests like alligator
the solution to us because we’re
wrestling or dancing the gavot.
desperate.
This should help to bond you toTwo of the Disgusted Readers
gether. If he does not like you,
Dear Group,
when you have two choices. You
By John Becker, Jr.
If you wrote to this eoluene
ean commit suicide by listening
Down, you masters!
for help, you’re not desperate,
to old Eddy Arnold records or
_you’re
panic-stricken,
Also I
Down in the dirt,
take up drinking more of the
must disagree with you on this
chow hall’s coffee and grimace
Relieved of the curse
“slanted paper” charge. I disto death. Either way you become
Of the ones you’ve hurt.
tinctly remember that in the
a police statistic and I will be
last issue there were two lines
free to extend my
record
of
Lie in the dust
on the bottom of page one and
never having answered a quesFor a year and a day
six (yes, I said SIX) whole lines
tion successfully.
And whimper and cry,
in the middle of page three that
Dear Eddie,
failed not only to mention but
And then rot away.
What do you have against
also to suggest that poor misHarpur students?
understood
group
If
YOU
Pursted
Masters! don’t speak,
want to join the fun, first, you
fais Pursied:
There’s no more to say.
must throw caution to the winds,
Just whimper and cry,
I have nothing against Haror if there is no one named
pur
students.
Personally,
I
beAnd then rot away.
Caution in your group, then any
lieve that everybody should own
sacrificial body lofted from the
one.
Show your belly,
top of the Science Building will
suffice. From here on you are
TEASE
aa
To the earth and the ground,
on your own. Develop a gimmick
I have just
received
from
And dig your own grave,
like cheering with your mouth
Austy a complete definition of
As the sun goes down.
full of your little silver instruthe word “kroavney.’”? And I
ments of horror and you’re on
quote:
“A
“kroayney”
isn’t
Oh, woe to the vultures
your way to fame while flunkquite up toa shmoe or down to
And maggots and all,
ing out. Be sure to write again,
a schlimiel. You might say it
Who come to your carcass
I love to listen to other people’s
was halfway between an amaproblems.
dahm and a durok, with overTo answer your call.
Dear Eddie,
tones of a paskudnik.” This anHow can I get my boyfriend
swer should pacify all you linWitness this well,
back? We have nothing in comguists craving new words
to
For your hell’s just begun,
mon!
sprin upon unsuspecting kroavBut ours, dear masters,
neys.
Confused
Ours now is done.

we
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to the well-being

of the free

world.

CONCLUSION: Based on the reactions of these and other students on campus, I believe it is safe to say that the majority of
Broome Tech students approve of the actions taken by the present
administration concerning the Cuban crisis.
It does seem, however, that students consider these actions
as being actuated by the U.S. as a nation rather than by the
Democratic Administration. They convey the impression: “Right
or wrong, we’re sticking together on this issue.” Indeed we did
stick together for not only was our integrity at ails, our very
safety was imperiled.
There were some good after effects of the crisis. In the Nov.
18 issue of the Sunday Press, the Inquiring Photographer asked
Triple Cities residents what they were most thankful for during
this Thanksgiving season.
All but one of the residents said they were thankful that a
war was avoided over the Cuban crisis. I wonder how many people
Cuban crisis never occurred.
would have mentioned the safety and freedom of America had the
I believe it is everyone’s desire that we remain conscious of
the freedom and safety we enjoy and that we are strong in future
crises.
Perhaps I am being sentimental, but last week while on a
hunting trip I came upon a ridge that revealed a grand view of
our countryside. I sat down, lit a cigarette, and enjoyed the view.
For a moment I imagined the hot breath of a bomb sweeping
over the landscape. It was in this moment I realized how wonder-

ful it was to belong to such a beautiful country.
It was also in this moment that I thanked God for giving us
the power

and strength

to protect our country. I experienced feel-

ings such as this much too infrequently.
escapes all of us much too often.

I think

this

feeling

Tech Faculty at Cornell
Thirteen
Broome
Tecnical
Community
College
faculty
members
attended
a seminar
program at Cornell University
on Novy. 15.
The

program

was

sponsored

by the Ford Motor Co., and it
consisted of eight different seminars conducted

simultaneously.

“Attendance was by invitation.

had greater representation

than

Broome

Cor-

Tech.

They were

nell with 55 invitees, Cortland
State with 26, and Elmira College with 15.
Following are the seminars
atetnded by Broome Tech personnel :

Economics—Dean Harvey N.
Roehl, and Professor George A.
Elliott.
ihuinge ee Paton Lawrence J. Sitterlee,
Herbert
L.
Durst, Robert B. Beers, and di-

rector of admissions Michael J.
Reynolds.

Governmental and political affairs—Professors ‘Donald
W.
Emmons,
A.J. Kalbaugh,
and
Mr.

Ronald

Wolk.

Labor Relation
Roy Greenwood.

;

Pe

Ae

are

>

Sa

2

7

z 5%. Bae

Professor

Personnel planning and administration—Professors Irwin
I.

Lawn,

Eugene

G.

Crippen,

Other seminars were conducted in
international
manage-

ment,

marketing

management,

and scientific research.

Other schools that were represented at the seminars, with
number of faculty from each,
were:

Syracuse 13, Ithaca 11, LeMoyne 10, Harpur 6, Auburn 6,

Corning 3, Colgate 2, Wells 2.
Auburn and Corning are twoyear colleges, like Broome Tech.

This is the seventh year the
Ford Co. is sponsoring these
seminars. Last year nine seminar programs were held, all in
the East. A total of 1,145 educators took part, representing
118 colleges and universities.

REMEMBER:
VOTE DEC. 5th!
4

—

nd Mr. James Charles Wilson.

Broome tech was one of 12
colleges and universities in the
Central and Southern New York
State area whose faculty members attended. Only three schools

7

ee

;

I think that it is far from over. As long as Russia and Cuba

collaborate,

4
*

in such a situation.

think we owe our leaders of our country a great debt of gratitude.
ANSWER: Don Chandler, E.T. ’64.
I believe that the Cuban crisis was handled in the only manner possible for promoting world peace. I agree with President
Kennedy that Communist infiltration in Cuba must be stopped.
The one thing that bothers me is howe the U4. citizens can sit

The Revolt of

ae

taken

Kennedy and his aides. The time had finally come for the United
States to prove her prowess, and she succeded beautifully. I

{

by Frank

inch freshmen, Everybody ridi-

OP

so, a step toward — ’
’

bound to occur. For a couple of years now, little antagonisms
have been building up between these three countries.
I feel the situation was handled very aptly by President

Nyse Fonwa
Move

advice that will cover many
“problems, and I quote:
“No

great

have

ANSWER: Linda Domurad, ES.
The Cuban crisis was an dasa

blueberries.

To this great advice from a

possibly

nothing

this last bit of

things will get worse.’

By doing

When the United States placed the blockade around Cuba, we
proved that we could not be taken advantage of. Mow there is

be dis-

matter how bad things look, par
wait and someday, somehow .

the “big stick”. In order to rem:

must have the authority to discour

aggressive nations such as Russia.
world peace can be established.

could

assigned to liberating and educating poor, destitute, squallorriddled. Harpur from the abyss
_of..decay.. He was assigned the.
specific task of . teaching the
poor devils that elephants are

so that they can

carries

America

out the world. I think the United States took the best action it

_

been accepted in the Peace Corps :

grey

again America

once

a world power

ANSWER: Jackie Campbell, D.H. '64
The Cuban crisis has caused a great deal of tension throu

I have the unpleasant ical of
informing

ee

.

rai.

te

Sector Seven
—

ee

vHY:

(Continued from Page 2)

. To improve the appearance of the cafeteria,
a) So the students
can be proud of their school.

morbid, panic-stricken
ter another.

/
‘

_b) To impress upon visitors that the students at Broome

y

are well-mannered

*

selves.

PROCEDURE:

dents leaving garbage on tables after eating.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN:
_ 1, Names will be turned over to Department
Chairman who will
take his own action.
2. If the name appears on the list a third time,
Student Council
will act as a Kangaroo Court. At this court the
student involved

I wouldn’t have even made

must appear to defend himself. Student Council
will then vote
whether he is guilty or not. If found guilty, the
student will be
to the manage of the cafeteria for a period of at
least one week
to work for a minimum of 1/4 hour a day cleanin
g up the cafeteria. Failure to obey this (or any other) punish
ment set forth
by Student Council will automatically lead
to STEP THREE.
3. If students’ name appears on list for a
fourth time, his or her.
name will automatically be turned over to
the Dean.

SUGGESTED

ACTION:

mals.

the mouth during all tohse clinic sessions.

. . . With

all this homework,

T still can’t kick (got arthritis).
- . - When all those protests
were registered by “that group
across the river” last month during the Cuban crisis, I thought
Harpur was going
to
secede
the Union.

... The rotting remains of the
Short Circuits’ pumpkin ended
up in the most appropriate place
- on top of the sicence building. They'll never
notice
the
added aroma.
..- Things are tough all over.
The palisades are on the rocks
and even the subways are in a
:
hole.
-.. On a recent trip (?) to
that “monsterous Zen palace in
Vestal”, I found one thing prevalent throughout the campus
(?). They invariably have wall
to wall DIRT!

... The
Social
Committee
should be commended on their
work (just as-soon
as
they
start).

. . . Now that soccer season
is really over they can bring the
cows back from the north forty
(until baseball

season).

. . . I almost had a vote for
King Tech. Unfortunately, they
found out I was co-op and they
threw

out my

ballot.

;
- Montezuma missed his
big chance for immortality. He
should have told those Marines
to stop singing in the halls.
. .- The most terrible thing is
not leaving TECH, but leaving

Mo

It seems that the MO’s are
showing the ET’s how to participate. After all, we had four
pumpkins in our building. When
they were stolen we retrieved
them and fought to save them
almost
to
our
destruction.
Therefore, we say to the Electricals, “Look
out, we
may
show you up yet!”
of

Senior

MO’s

had

a

surprise

two

weeks

a

bit
ago.

Another of our group came upon the scene sporting a beautiful diamond ring. It seems that

Moreover,

known as “Little Harpur”.

. Although the moon is
only 1/6 of the size of the
Earth, it is farther away.
...A man walking west from
San Francisco to Tokyo... will
drown before he get 10 miles.
-.. There are many guys on
campus that only go hunting to
take their guns for a walk.
... A tension wire is so named
because it is high strung.
.-- If your girl wants to drive,
don’t stand in her way.
. . . Nikita Khrushchev’s favorite Chinees dish should be

SHOO

OFF

RAPP

RAPP.

we are getting more than our
share of engagement rings. At
the present time the ratio is
1 engaged girl for every 5 not
so lucky.
I would like, at this time,, to
take a few lines to request help
in decorating
the gym
and
lounge
for
the
King
Tech
Dance. Any Senior who is willing to donate an hour or two
on Friday, Dec. 7 or Sat., Dec.
8, please leave a note to this
effect in my mailbox, on the
first floor of the science building.
,
:
Thank you.

the

substitution

of a society of men wouldn’t
help because of my androphobia, or the fear of men. Matter
of fact
(which
is a corny
phrase), I’d stand no chance
whatsoever in the garden be-

- .. From the sight of a few
chins
in
that
new
course
on campus, from here on, Tichner Hall should hereafter be

- .. Less than a month until
the “Loud Mouths” return to
campus. All you anxious DH’s
will have to stand in line to
catch us for your laugh-packed
clinic sessions.
- I'm always fascinated by
the mysteries contained within
a passionate pink envelope.
... We must have some great
track stars on campus because
I’ve seen some tremendous shot
putters around. Nobody in the
world can put a shot down faster
than a Tech student.

functions

ideally

students

with

completely

faculty

acting

ulty advisor’s valid complaints
and promote better student-faculty relationships as well as

dismiss completely the thought
that faculty

cause of two other fears: agrophobia
and
aquaphobia,
‘the
fhe fears of open places and
water, respectively.

Sadly enough, I never would
have been suited to any type
of action one reads about in
the Good Book; I’m a victim of
astrophobia
and
theophobia,

the fears of thunderstorms

God, again

and

respectively.

Unfortunately,

down

through

history, I wouln’t have stood a

chance
like

at

great.

becoming
I’d

anything

have

no help to Wilbur

been

of

and Orville

because of my acrophobia, the
fear of high places. I couldn’t
have journeyed to the center
of the earth like Jules Verne
dreamed
someone would; I’m
subject to claustrophobia and
taphephobia,
the
fears
of

closed places

and being buried

alive, the third time respectively.

may

to completely
The

be compelled

direct activities.

purpose

and supervise actual work. It
is the duty of the entire stu-—

on \ oboe

be

planned and handled by. the

This may be a reasonable be-

no better than you found

.. - My apoligizes to the Short
Circuits for may participation
comment in the last issue and
also to the “tornadoes” of the
L. A. department.
Evidently,
the blast should be put on the
rest of the do-nothings on campus,

is the Possibility

lief for two reasons: first, I
have peccatiphobia, the fear of
sinning, and gynephobia,
the
fear of women. But, even if I
had avoided the apple, I’d never
last long; I also have monophobia, or the fear of solitude. And
if I could have overcome this
fear of the opposite sex, ereuphobia, the fear of blushing,
would doom me.

IT

Madhouse

by Pat Taylor

The

TECH
it.

There

that I never would have touched
the apple, though.

_

... I pity those poor DH Seniors, they always look down in

it

in the Garden of Eden; I have
zoophobia or the fear of ani-

1. Deprived of use of the Student Union
Building. |
2. Suspended from classes.
a) When suspended from classes, no classes
can be attended for
this period of time and no work or tests
can be made up.
3. DISMISSED FROM SCHOOL.

AS I! ‘SEE

should

Clark

merely
as coordinators.
Our
committee feels that has not
been the case in many campus
planet. According to him, there
events and urges the student
is absolutely no period in the
body to participate extensively
history of this earth that I
would have felt at all comfor- . in all functions.
table.
This would alleviate the fac-

To observe and take names and curricula of stu-

‘

Social

On that day, he finally broke
the sad news to me: I’m susceptible to every phobia known
to man, and as far as he can
see, I’m unfit for life on this

and able to take care of them-

by Reenie

day af-

of

the

Social

dent body to participate in the

actual work of functions as_
Social Committee could not possibly handle the work for all
functions under its supervision.

‘We are now planning Winter
Weekend, Spring Weekend and
various parties. If you have any
ideas or suggestions for our
program, or if you are willing
to work on one of our functions, please contact one of our
members, Mr. Rollo or Mr.
Hickey, or come to one of our
meetings which are held on alternate Monday nights
Faculty Dining Room.

BUSINESS
by Anne Bicking
The Social Committee of the
Business Club held a dance at
the Endicott Eagles Club on
Friday, November 30, featuring
the sextet band, Little Joey and
the

Capri’s.

Matt Vivona and Bill Madigan were co-chairmen. Others

on the committee were Barbara
Bobbitt,
Rudy
Bovier,
Russ
Tobst, Alice
mary Curry,
and

Georgiana

Hardman,
RoseMarlene Buffum,
Stolarcyk.

Also Dave Devine, Rick Every, Joe Bear, Ed Early, Dick
Ruh, Dick Leiby, Mark Wilbur,
and Louise Luckanick.
A committee will be set up to

CLUB

a jazz musician because of my
botophobia (fear of cellars).

Everyday
life holds
little
promise for existance. I’m unable to settle down and find
an honest job; ergophobia, the
fear of work, doesn’t permit
this. Athrophobia prohibits my
contact with the whole human
race, and by day I suffer from
heliophobia, while by night I
suffer from
nyctophobia.
It’s
_impossible to end this miserable
mess;
thanaphobia
rules out
death.
In

this

column

next

issue:

The Night I Helped Put Out
the Fire on the Mountain, and A Special Contribution to Make
Your New Year One to Remember.

ae

oe

|

take charge of buying books
from all students. The books
will then be sold back to the
Follett College Book Publishing Company.
This year the Senior Trip
Committee has a freshman representative, Bud Miller. He will

attend

the

first-hand
problems

meetings

to

get

knowledge
of the
and work involved in

planning this

popular

annual

trip to New York City.
Senior members of the club
who wish to make
the trip
must not be absent without a
valid excuse, from more than
three meetings
prior to the
trip.
;

ATTENTION HITCHHIKERS

Persons arrested by the State Police an convicted of
hitchhiking on the Thruway are subject to a maximum
of
$250 fine and 30 days in jail. Motorists picking them
up
or discharging them may receive the same penalty
. Last
year, State Troopers arrested 536 hitchhikers and
10 mo-

torists on these charges along the Thruway.
Many well-intentioned people are not aware
that
hitchhikers invite serious accidents and death for
themselves and Thruway motorists. Vehicles travel
up to 95
feet a second on the Thruwa y at the legal rate
of speed,

and a driver who stops suddenly for a hitchhiker
risks a
rearend collision—the most prevalent of all Thruw
ay ac-

cidents.

During the holidays ahead, the Thruway Troop
of
State Police will rigidly enforce the ban
against hitchhikers, for their safety.

HI

Fae

eece=snes

H

H YOUR

THANKS Giving

?

My career as a doctor would
have been out of reach because
of my pathophobia, the fear of
disease, and
misophobia,
the
fear of contamination. My fear

of pain (algophobia) wouldn’t
have helped the situation much,
either. I could never be an extra in the movies; ochlophobia
knocks the crowd scenes right
out. I’d live a fearful life as

in the
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hard

work

can

again

make

the ET’s are
gig
Finkler
right!

ing March,

back on their
You're
again!

movement

to back up Finkler.

This mass
movement
of
people
somehow
caught

two
on.

Signs were made, horns and si-

your spotlight is shared

do

something

The

with the Liberal Arts.

about

result?

A

it.

cold war

on

The first round was won by
the Electricals at Halloween,

our’ campus.

but

in its favor. The ET’s claim
to fame is their “glory boy”
Finkler. What do they do when

There

that’s
are

only
at

' holidays coming
one is going to
defeat.
From
things, it won’t
ener Squad.”

round

least

six

one.
more

up, and somehave to admit

the looks of
be the “Titch-

The real test comes during
basketball
season.
Both
the
ET’s and LA’s are sure that
they’re the ones who will make

Campus Chatter
By

Barbara

Bowen

Which M.O. and D.H. frosh
wouldn’t let their dates wear
kilts to the Sadie Hawkins
Dance? The same date wouldn’t
let her date go as Dasie Mae,
either.
Boris and Natasha, familiar
characters in (Ha! Ha!) dynamics exams, have recently been
elected honorary dishonorable
E.P.’s
Two L.A. Girls seem
majoring in pinochle.
Confidential

to

M.L.:

to be
When

in the presence of smokers, try.
wearing a gas mask. In the
long run, it’ll be cheaper than
twenty packs of life savers a
day. Good luck in kicking the
cancer sticks.

Which
senior
girl
put
“changeable” for hair color on
her driver’s licence?
Which guy put on an exhibition “strip” at the Chem picnie this spring?

What’s all this talk about
“stagnation policy?”
‘
Which instructor pays parking fines in pennies?
I understant the choir party
was really tremendous.

Each

side

has

he graduates?

their

a few

They

things

also

have

“sweetheart”.

Liberal Arts have the best
looking girls on the campus
(disregarding the nurses) and
their own cheering squad. They
also have determination, willpower, new ideas, and a terrific sense of humor.
Yes, Electricals, your tradition is nearly over. You have
blown a fuse.
The Liberal Arts also participate!

Cast and Blast
by

Chris

Micalizzi

As the winter sets in on this
area, the cold weather fisherman gets ready for a season of
ice fishing. Seeing as this area
is inhabited largely by lakes
and ponds the enthusiast does
not have to go far for an enjoyable day of fishing.
On most lakes each fisherman
is allowed only 5 tip-ups and
his name has to be printed on
each one. Any lake that contains trout may not be fished
through the ice.
The best bait to use while
fishing through the ice is a
minnow, but many good catches

have

been

made

with

the

use

of jigs. Use worms through the
ice to catch bullheads.
For the person who just can’t
get away from the rod and reel
technique try fishing the icy
Susquehanna River for Walleye
Pike; _you may be very sur, prised at the results.

By Bill Truex
s
What are the disadvantage
from
away
t
spor
a
ing
play
of
to this
The answer
home?
to
g
rdin
acco
es
vari
question
about.
the sport one is talking
to have
One thing is certain,
4 team
a suecessful season,
dvanmust overcome these disa
home
tages and win away from
its
of
half
aps
perh
where
games or meets are played.

rens
were
brought
to
the
games, “Fink” sweatshirts were
made, and the papers (not only
Broome
Tech’s)
had
article
after article about the ET’s
support of FINK (this is noted
by the deluge of newspapers
surrounding Finkler above).

a
While playing basketball
cted
affe
tly
grea
be
team can
’s
by playing on an opponent
to
els
trav
team
a
court. When
distance
another school some
ar
away, they are in unfamili
often
are
and
surroundings
tired from their trip.

STAGE THREE
FALL’62,
WINTER

During
ing team

’63—

‘is again looking towards the
future and wondering what is

in store for him, realizing that
the sky is the limit and that

ASTME
by Barbara

Memebers

Student

of

the

ASTME

No.

40

and

Mr. Harrott
recently participated in a special tour of the
Raymond
Corporation
of
Greene. This is a fast-growing
business in the production of
material-handling machines and
equipment.
The group was .met by Mr.
Maider of the Raymond Corporation, who gave a brief history, progress report, and future opportunities of his company. A tour was then conducted through the plant, the operations varying from the basic drawings, cutting, drilling,
and welding, to the painting
and testing.

A special note was taken
the fact that the compahy

dapts its finished

products

of
a-

ac-

cording to the customer’s needs.
The products include such machines as the electric “reachfork” trucks, all designed
to
‘eliminate manual handling and
employ mechanized movement.

. The
tour was
appreciated
and enjoyed by the ASTME
members. It gave them a new
insight into this growing industry.
On November 5, the guest
speaker, Dr. Molyneaux, gave
the group a lecture on Space
Travel,
discussing
orbits
of

satellites,

Holiman

Officials, if not sanctioned by

an approved association, may
g
be prejudiced enough to swin
the
of
favor
in
st
conte
a close
team.

When one considers
ferent characteristics

Nytch

Chapter

the game, the opposhas most, if not all,

of the crowd behind them. This
situation has a disheartening
effect on the players.

home

orbit,

man

in space, and lunar exploration. He also showed slides of
various portions of U.S. Space
Exploration and answered questions.

the difof each

court such as the type of back-

board

and

coupled

floor,
teams
items,

strong case
age-visiting

against
team.

In soccer

many

with

familiarity
there is 4

home
the
with these

any

aver-

referees varies somewhat for
different areas. Although the
presence of a partisan crowd
does not carry the influence
that it possesses in an enclosed
gymnasium, it does have considerable effect upon the spirit
of the players.

for

cross

country

and

golf, these
two
sports have
this main disadvantage in common: both sports demand the
familiarity of a course which
can only be really known by
the home team. Crowd support
is practically
a non-existent
factor.
In
baseball,
generally,
a
team with good hitting and
pitching has little concern with
the characteristics of its host’s
field. Here
again, spectators
are outside and do not create
the excitement familiar to basketball.
Traveling may or may not
affect a team, according to individual players, and also according to the distance to be

traveled.
In conclusion,
the factors
mentioned above will vary not

only with the
but also with
a team. But,
goes “there’s
home”, to win

top. over the second-place Alley Cats.
If the Rogues successfully
lead,
league
their
maintain
they will again be able to test
their bowling skill, when the
next

renewed

are

term.

teams will be
Since some
there will be
out,
dropping
openings for a few more next
season. If you are interested
in forming your own team, be
sure to sign up in the athletic
office next term.

When ICP
Exceeds

KSP
by Jerry Haggerty
Well, the Chem. Seniors are
still around the campus, even

if you don’t see them. If you
happen to be in the Science

building some afternoon, peek
in and see our future chemists
at work. At first glance many

people

student’s

the

think

lab

coats are a dispensary for all
unwanted chemicals. From the
condition of some of the lab
coats, this is true.
One day in the lab is worth
a great deal, but one day in the
lab can also cost us a great
deal. Isn’t that right, John?
of

Most

breakage

chem’s

the

tickets look like some of the
lab coats, half there.
One chem is trying to develop some sort of a product to
revolutionize the field of romance.

Right, Rick?

of accident-

Well, you bunch

of the items

Rogues
on the

season, the first-place
are hoping to remain

prone

chemists,

who

be

will

apbasketball
The ability of

considered for
ply here also.

As

games
With only 3 more
(one meet) left in the bowling

_teams

Of Playing Away

about

worried

and

ple of ET’s named Al Orzel and
Ed Crimmins started a mass

Now

already shown a little life, and

Disadvantages

ONE

61—Then
came
“The Christmas Classics” (last
part of December) and a cou-

This whole war started at
the Orientation
Week
picnic
when the ET’s won first place
and the LA’s were second. This
couldn’t go on—ET’s first, LA’s
second—so the LA’s decided to

The ET’s are sincerely looking forward to a competitive
year. The new found LIBERAL ARTS DEPARTMENT has

STAGE

STAGE TWO
WINTER’

the most noise, who will support their school the best.

to

this com-

Kansas,

lowing in terms of you, your
departments,
and
whomever
you wish to support on the
basketball team.

wondered

Linsky

Tech

trip

the

we hope they will help show the
rest of the campus how to support the players and have interdepartment competition.

what the future had in store for
him.

by Monica

Hutchinson,

7

Broome

with

FALL
’61—Finkler
was
a
poor lost Frosh just like the
rest of us. He got on the basand
however,
team,
ketball
started plugging away. He, too,

It looks like someone has decided to challenge the ET’s!
And what better curriculum to
do it than the LA’s?
Yes, Electricals,
the fatal
day has arrived. Your year old
tradition seems to be at an end.

r

In taking a quick look at the
following, one might think that

But this time we would like
not to have this article pertain
only to Finkler and the ET's.
Instead, try to think of ‘the fol-

LA'S VS. ETS

'

type of sport
the members of
as the saying
no place like
in sports.

Girls
Intramurals
Intramurals
for girls
spotlight
volleyball,
with

now
the
teams fighting for the cup awarded them at the end of the

year.
The

previous sport was archery, where only a few girls
could
participate.
Volleyball
gives a whole team a chance to

take part. The teams are ready
and

sport

energetic

that

can

since

this

be

played

is

a

in-

doors rather than out-of-doors.
The archery tournament was
won by Team Two, a mixture
of departments
managed
by.
Sally Harned.
The volleyball
tournament at this point is also
being led by Team Two.
The next sport to follow volleyball
will
be
badminton,
where it is hoped the teams will

again have a good turnout. THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:
No, matter where you are
Or what you do,
The “informers” have
An eye on you.
|
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_ HORNETS PLAY HOST TO PARIS
Alumni
)

é

ts ot

TECH TALK

:

.

‘

Paris, Texas Junior College

Extends
Varsity

invades Broome Tech on Friday, December 7 in one game of
an

.
After the half-time intermission the alumni narrowed the
margin to a slim four points.

necessitated
of this

the
year’s

premier
mambo

Either the mambo stifled the

brief assault or the attack was
merely a last effort summoned

by the tiring alumni.
Whatever
the reason,

the
short-lived threat collapsed and
the varsity combined ~hustl
e
with
teamwork
to turn
the
game into a rout.
Moose Remza displayed his
usual fine back-court form despite
continued
harassment,
from. Wayne Kenner. Kenner
was one of the few alumni who
did not show a lack of condi
tioning and played an agegressive game scoring ten points.
Fuzz
Battagline
also
was
impressive
although
obviously
heavier than his 57-58 playing
weight.
Fuzz
scored
seven
points in the loser’s cause.
Although the alumni did not
present

a

real

contest

there

were several facets of the new
Hornet’s
game
evident
even
then.
They showed a lot of team
balance
and bench
strenght.

iss
YOUR
TEAM
by John Butora
Do you long for recognition?
Do you wish the Hornets would
win the championship?
Well,
you

can’t desire a victory

very

much, for you aren’t even doing
your duty to the Hornets.
Contrary to popular belief,
football is not the only sport
which depends upon spectators,
for in order to be victorious, al- most all athletic teams need the
encouragement

of spectators.

It is a sad but realistic fact
that the patriotism of students
for their Alma Mater is sadly
lagging. Why? Is it because they
dislike

their

school?

tour

on Dec. 5, prior to their visit
to the Hornet’s

They

Unlikely,

for although they are too lazy
to cheer their bastketball team
to victory, they nevertheless are

very quick to wallow in the honors that the Hornets bring to
Broome Tech,
Why not show your loyalty

to B.T. Come on out and cheer

OUR Hornets on to victory:

then

nest.

finish

up

their

northern tour with games against
Hudson
Valley
and
Brooklyn College of New York
City. Paris (enrollment of approximately 650 students) is
a member of the Texas Eastern Athletic
Conference,
including
Tyler,
Texas
Junior
College, a team which made a

quintet.

threat.

This

five-game

falo on Dec. 4, and Alfred Tech

The alumni, although obviously out of shape for the most
part, gave
Coach
Baldwin
a
few
worried
moments.
All
through
the first
half they
stayed within striking distance
but it was in the opening minutes of the second half that
they posed the most serious

showing
defense.

ambitious

of New York state. The Dragons meet Erie Tech at Buf-

by Bob Herzog
The Hornets varsity rolled
over a panting alumni
71-40
Nov. 24 at the SUB. A somewhat lethargic thousand turned
out for the first glimpse of

Tech’s

e

By Bill Truex

wy

swing through New York State
two

sie

ee

The 1962-63 edition of the Hornets basketb
all team—left to ri ght, bottom row: coach
Dick Baldwin, Pete Wilcox, captain John Remza, Bob
Finkl er, John Petr osky, assistant coach Rene
Valentine. Middle row: manager John Jeanneret,
Jim Hotchkiss, Grant Josey, Dave Lewis,
manager Bill
Carrigg. Top row: Joe Hromek, Charlie Georgia
, J im O’Donovan, Bjorn Bergfjord.

Jim

O’Donovan

Remza
and

all
any

hit

seemed
well.

Moose
figures,

player

Coach

that

and
double

to

Name
51
Bjorn Bergfjord
41
*BobFinkler
~—
33
Charles Georgia
21
John Hitchkiss
32 23
Joe Hromek
12 35
*Grant Josey
20 31
#£Dave Lewis
50 25
*Jim O’Donovan
10 11
John Petrosky
24 13
*John Remza (Capt.) 2
14
14
Pete Wilcox
*Lettermen at Broome Tech

44
30
34
22

combination

Baldwin
work

Jersey
W
B

used

reasonably

Georgia,
a 64” freshman
lived up to Baldwin’s pre-season

hopes

and

worked

well

in

the offensive patterns. Georgia
combined with 6’5” senior O’Donovan, and Joe Hromek, a
6’3” freshman
to provide an
awesome

rebounding trio.

team.

Finkler and Remza provided
the steady hand in ball handling that is so necessary in any

Age
19
19
19
18
18
19
18
20
18
PW
20

i
Wt.
195
195
175.
162
190
165
155
195
160
175
170

Ht
6’5”
6’3”
6’4”
671”
63%
6’
6’2”
65”
578”
67114”
6’

alumni
and the true test of
their ability will come shortly
in the rugged conference sched°
ule;

The Hornets were very effective in their first outing. However, they were playing their

years

ago.

Although they have two big
men at 674” and one at 6'5”,
Paris does not have the giants
which are typical of western
powerhouses. In addition to the
basketball team, the Dragons
are bringing cheerleaders with
them in an effort to return
home on a winning note.
This

four

game,

other

as

New

well

as

York

the’

State

games Paris will play, may indicate the strength of the Empire State Conference and could
have some influence on the National JUCO ratings.

Jim

O'Donovan
gee

SEE NEW MASCOT NJCAA

_ AT BONFIRE
MASE

FINALS

by Bob Herzog
Cobleskill Tech won the N.J.C.A.A.
Cross Country championship in Flint, Michigan on
November 10. Cobleskill’s number one man, Don Baxter, finished third out of 83 entrants.
Coached by Mr. Fred Bennett, the Cobbleskill
harriers
were the spoilers in our Hornet’s bid for a perfect record.
They defeated Broome during
the season 20-41 and topped the
second place Hornets
in the
Regionals.

‘2.

DECEMBER
7
2630 PM IN FRONT
OF THE A BUILDING @
BRING YOUR
FLASHLIGHT,
Broome
Tech’s new mascot
will be unveiled at a mammoth
bonfire
and
snake
dance
on
campus Friday evening, prior
to the basketball game against
Paris Junior College of Texas.

The festivities, sponsored by
the cheer leaders, will begin at
6:30 p.m. in front of the Administration Building. They will

be complete with a hearse, pallbearers, a band and a dummy
which will be burned on the
bonfire.
The fire is to be behind the
Student Union Building.. Students
will snake-dance
from
the Administration Building to
the scene of the fire. They are
urged
to
bring
flashlights,
which will help to make this a
colorful and unique ceremony.
Following the snake dance
and bonfire, the participating

students

and

file into

the

spectators

gym,

are

where

Michell College of New London, Conecticut came out on
top in the N.J.C.A.A. Invitational honor tourney held at

to

the

Orange County Community Gollege in Middletown. They defeated Orange County 6-0 in
the final.

cheerleaders
will stage their
pom pom routine and introduce
the new mascot.
The mascot is a male student
who will be dressed in a Hornet uniform, which has been
specially made for the purpose.

Erie Tech, our Region III
representative, defeated Nassau
Community
College
4-1
for
third place after losing 7-0 to
Mitchell in the first round. Orange County blanked Nassau
7-0 in their opener,
Erie Tech, which
defeated
Broome Tech during the season,
represented Region III in the
tournament
although
Hudson
Valley Tech won the Region III
championship. Hudson had too

The Hornet will appear at all
Broome Tech home basketball

games

in the future.

Special

words

have

been

written
to
“Mr.
the
song,
Touchdown
U.S.A.” This will
be the tune of the mascot song,
which students will sing in the
gym, led by the cheer leaders.
Remember that the more stu-

dents

that

participate

in this

unusual ceremony, the more fun

we'll all have. So let,s see you
there. And don’t forget to bring
your flashlights.
:

many players injured or sick
, to be able to field a team for
the Nationals. Therefore, the
runner-up Erie Tech replaced
Hudson Valley in the Nationals.
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JIM

O’DONOVAN

by Monica Linsky
Meet Jim O’Donovan, a tall,
lanky Irishman
and
starting
center of our basketball team.
O’Donovan.

was

born

on

Au-

gust 31, 1942. Before he came
to Broome Tech he attended
Binghamton
Central
High
School. He’s a Business Senior,
and plans to go on for further
schooling after he graduates.
Besides basketball, he has also participated in intramurals

and has been an active member
of the Business Club, |

This year Jim will certainly
present trouble for the other
teams. He led Broome Tech in
offensive
and
defensive
re-

bounds last year and he made
42 per cent

_

of his field goals

and 78 per cent of his foul

shots. His average
was 9.2 points.
,

per

game

,

Let’s all attend the basket-—

ball games

and cheer Jim

Donovan and Broome T
to another winning sea

